Certificate III

CUADAN202  Incorporate artistic expression into basic dance performance (achieved in Certificate II)
BSBWOR203B Work effectively with others (achieved in Certificate II)
CUAPRF307  Develop performance techniques
CUACHR301  Develop basic dance composition skills
CUACOS304  Develop & apply knowledge of costume
CUAMUP301  Prepare personal appearance for performance
CUADLT301  Develop basic skills in dance analysis
CUAIND301  Work effectively in the creative arts industry
CUAWHS301  Condition the body for dance performance
CUADAN301  Integrate rhythm in dance or movement technique
CUADTM301  Assist with teaching dance
CUVRES301A  Apply knowledge of history and theory to own arts practice
CUADAN306  Increase depth of ballet dance technique or
CUADAN305  Increase depth of jazz dance technique or
CUADAN311  Increase depth of tap dance technique

* Undertaken in recognised dance society examination

If you value your child as we think you do... Then give them the opportunity to gain a nationally recognised qualification and a future in the dance industry

Contact ADi today
danceinstitute@bigpond.com
or phone 02 9440 9886

Certificate III in Dance is nationally recognised training qualifications from the CUA Live Performance and Entertainment Training Package. Australian Dance Institute is a Registered Training Organisation that can offer these qualifications.

This certificate course is a combination of dance training and academic study. The academic units are designed to complement dance training with engaging workbooks and enables you to learn not only the dance steps but gain an understanding of other aspects associated with the dance world.

The course covers key elements of dance practice including health and safety standards, nutrition, body science and history and career advice.
**Pathways to related and other Professions**

**What if you decide not to become a professional dancer?**

Or you can no longer be a professional dancer?

**What can you do?**

- Dance is an excellent starting point for a number of professions.
- A dancer has an innate aptitude for detail.
- The years of training gives them the ability to strive for excellence but......
- Dance has not traditionally given the dancer a qualification!

**Every child should have options**

Professional careers are not necessarily based on ability, talent and hard work. Often a professional career comes from good luck, being in the right place at the right time and honestly how often does that happen?

**Education is the way forward**

Certificate III in Dance combine dance and academic study in an interesting and balanced programme, the academic units are related to dance practice, there is a well mapped progression from Certificate II to Certificate III.

**Training package courses are comprehensive**

Any learning done under a training package have predefined outcomes and are structured to allow progression from one level to the next. The purpose of a training package is not to tell the teacher what to teach but rather what the student should be able to do after a period of training.

**Course Structure**

ADI courses are made up of multiple units of study. These units are presented as student workbooks which have all be contextualised to meet the needs of the dance student. Students may study with their class teacher or via distance learning.

**Teacher Participation is essential**

Academic workbooks can be completed at home but all students must complete their dance society examinations to address the technical dance competencies of the course.

- Teachers will be required to complete simple pro-forma Teacher’s Reports on dance knowledge and skills. (see typical sample in Info Kit)
- Some “gap training” (Companion Volume) may be needed, dependent on syllabus taught.

*Gap training:
The gap between a society syllabus and the "elements/skills/knowledge" required for the competency. This is delivered as an additional workbook.

**Recognised Qualifications**

Any certificate awarded by ADI can go into the students portfolio and will be recognised throughout Australia. Their resume will show that they are conscious of the value of learning and also a good work ethic.